Removes 100% Soap Scum!

Inert Ingredients: ........................

Active Ingredient: Alkyl* dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride

Total: ........................

*(50%C14, 40%C12, 10%C16)

Powerful Foam action

Effectively cleans

Use on hard, non-porous bathroom surfaces.

Kills 99.9% of viruses & bacteria

Keep out of reach

Spray 6-8 inches (15-20 cm) from

A family company since 1886.

We work hard so you don't have to!®

In the event of an inadvertent non-compliance issue that results in the re-work of existing artwork, SGS/Marks. Design will, in cooperation with the client, make every effort to rectify the problem, and produce replacement artwork files. The liability of SGS/Marks. Design shall be limited to correcting its own product.

Southern Graphic Systems-Canada Co. (SGS) dba Marks. Design has made every effort to comply with Health Canada, CPLA, CPLR, CFIA, FDR, and FDA rules and guidelines in the production of this artwork. To the best of our knowledge and experience this artwork adheres to and is compliant with rules governing product-labelling requirements as per Canadian legislation and/or USA legislation. In the event of an inadvertent non-compliance issue that results in the re-work of existing artwork, SGS/Marks. Design will, in cooperation with the client, make every effort to rectify the problem, and produce replacement artwork files. The liability of SGS/Marks. Design shall be limited to correcting its own product.

Copyright © 2016 artwork should be approved by the recipient for all content, layout and copy accuracy. This is a mechanical artwork file only. Colour rotation to be confirmed by printer or prepress supplier. The UPC code is FPO and should be replaced by your number.

The possibility of shock hazard.

Electrical equipment due to the possibility of shock hazard.

Never place unused container in several layers of newspaper.

Keep out of reach. Unplug electrical appliances and electrical equipment due to the possibility of shock hazard.

UNPLUG ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT DUE TO THE POSSIBILITY OF SHOCK HAZARD.

We Work Hard So You Don't Have To!®

Questions?  Comments? Call 800-558-5252 or Write Helen Johnson

EPA Reg. No. 4822-613

Racine, WI  53403-2236

All Rights Reserved
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